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Abstract In the rapidly growing field of stem cell research, there is a need for universal databases and web-based
applications that provide a common knowledge base on the characteristics of stem cells, differentiated cells, and tissues
by collecting, processing, and making available diverse types of characterization data. The Characterization Tool is such a novel
knowledge database that allows the storage of various characteristics of cells, cell lines, and tissues across different species
as well as the analysis of associated marker profiles. Its broad ontology-based framework facilitates the integration
of characterization data on the morphological, molecular, and functional level acquired in vivo and in vitro including published
marker expressions, cross-references to other databases, text descriptions, information on characterization experiments, and
image storage. Data input and modification are recorded on the basis of a secure user management. By means of several
easy-to-use data mining tools, marker profiles can be searched and analyzed. The Characterization Tool will aid in the
establishment of standards for cell characterization, needed, for example, for stem cell isolation, propagation, and
differentiation. The Characterization Tool is available at http://characterizationtool.cellnet.org. It currently holds more
than 7000 marker expressions for different human embryonic stem cell lines, adult stem cells, and differentiated cells.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
characteristics of interest depend on manifold objectives and
Introduction

Cells and tissues can be characterized on gene, protein,
functional, and morphological levels, where the particular
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on differing measurement techniques. Most notably, the
relatively young field of stem cell research makes extensive
use of cell and tissue characterization techniqueswith the goal
of identifying tissue stem cells and defining marker patterns
for different developmental cell states and degrees of cell
differentiation. Activities in stem cell research, especially on
human embryonic stem cells, focus on the development of
differentiation protocols to yield fully differentiated cells that
can be utilized for regenerative therapies such as cell
transplantation, for example, in hepatic (Asahina et al.,
2006; Fiegel et al., 2006), pancreatic (Burns et al., 2006), and
neuronal (Bambakidis et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008)
.
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diseases. Other lines of investigation focus on extracorporeal
applications (Gerlach, 2006), toxicity testing, and pharma-
ceutical drug screening. For directed differentiation it is
necessary to distinguish different cell types and to character-
ize specific cells, which have been subjected to a differentia-
tion protocol. In the field of adult stem cell research the
identification of specific markers, or descriptive marker sets
that can be used to establish isolation protocols from primary
cell suspensions, is a further challenge. However, the
characterization approaches applied for these tasks are
fragmented and corresponding data are widely spread, which
leads to the need for a common ground (Blow, 2008): A
common reference is desirable to aid in the establishment of
standards for cell characterization.

Currently there are many specialized databases and web
applications that provide data, which are frequently limited
to one measurement technique or focused on individual
species and/or cell and tissue types (Haudry et al., 2008;
Ringwald et al., 1997; Edgar et al., 2002). To date, however,
there is no database or interface that incorporates char-
acterization data from different species, measurement
techniques, and sources from the tissue down to the level
of single cells in vivo as well as in vitro into a single
comprehensive framework. To address this task, the Char-
acterization Tool (CT) was developed.

Basic concept and database design

The Characterization Tool has four objectives: The major
objective is to facilitate storage of biological data from the
tissue down to the single-cell level of different species,
obtained through various measurement techniques. Secondly,
it provides a framework that is capable of integrating or linking
to data from various publicly available data sources, especially
data from expression databases, which are usually set up for
only one species, but are available for a number of model
organisms. Its framework also serves as an access point to
external web applications and databases. Thirdly, it offers
Figure 1 Data structure of the Characterization Tool. Relationshi
several easy-to-use modules that enable searching and
analyzing the data, e.g., by means of comparison of marker
profiles using tables, heat maps, and hierarchical clustering.
Finally its generic concept permits the easy extension of the
database for the storageof additional information that sets the
data in a broader context, e.g., by incorporation of experi-
mental raw data.

In order to organize and automatically search data,
biological databases use controlled vocabularies, so-called
ontologies, which link, for example, expression data to a set
of common anatomical entities. For data in different
developmental stages, ontology terms might represent tissue
types divided into Theiler (mouse) (Theiler, 1989) or Carnegie
(human) (Gasser, 1975) stages. In contrast to fixed terms, the
CTallows the user to either define a custom term,which is not
subject to the rather strict requirements of ontologies and
can be manually linked to several terms of multiple
ontologies, or choose exactly one existing term of a suitable
and most likely species-specific ontology. By this means the
CT can hold data from different species and developmental
stages for tissues, as well as cells in vivo and in vitro, and as
such has a broader setup than other databases. Currently the
Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) ontology (Rosse and
Mejino, 2003), a broad ontology of anatomical entities that
also includes cells, is integrated into the CT to organize cells
and tissues. Markers on the RNA and protein level are
automatically linked with the corresponding gene ontology
(GO) terms that provide descriptions in terms of associated
biological processes, cellular components, and molecular
functions in a species-independent manner (Ashburner et al.,
2000). An overview on the structure of the data in the
database and the cross-linking and incorporation of external
databases is shown in Fig. 1.

Markers

To provide a definite characterization of all cell types of
different organisms, their morphological, molecular, and
ps and cross-linking of cells and tissue, markers and expression.
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functional features must be defined. In the context of cell or
tissue characterization the above-noted features are termed
markers. One specific cell is characterized by the sum of its
markers. A marker is defined by the probe and the
measurement method used for detection and can be, for
example, an antibody detecting a specific epitope, a primer
pair that is specific for an expressed mRNA/cDNA, or a
functional assay. Since different probes for the same gene
can detect different gene products, e.g., gene products
derived from one gene by mechanisms such as alternative
splicing or differential translation, more than one marker
can be mapped to a corresponding gene. The concept of
using “markers,” and not only genes and gene products for
cell and tissue characterization, is therefore much more
flexible and comprehensive.

In the CT each marker holds a description with revision
control, if available, a gene symbol, synonyms, and a list of
cells and tissues, to which the marker has been associated.
Cross-references to other databases and web-based applica-
tions are generated automatically (Fig. 1). Currently the
Characterization Tool's markers are linked to the gene and
protein databases Genbank (Benson et al., 2008) and UniProt
(Wu et al., 2006), the pathway databases Reactome (Joshi-
Tope et al., 2005) and KEGG (Wixon and Kell, 2000), the
literature search tool iHOP (Hoffmann and Valencia, 2004),
the structure database PDB (Berman et al., 2000), and to
IDClight that performs conversion and annotation of gene
and protein IDs (Alibes et al., 2007).

Markers are listed either according to user-defined
categories, to a subset of GO terms, or alphabetically
according to name or gene symbol. The list of markers can
be either browsed or searched.

Cells and tissues

The Characterization Tool provides a framework for marker
profiling of tissues as well as cells from various species using
diverse types of markers. This way it is possible to integrate
data from more specific databases at a later date, especially
with respect to developmental biology and stem cell
differentiation.

Cells or tissues in the CT are displayed in species-
specific tables (Fig. 2c), where each cell's or tissue's marker
profile depends on the corresponding species, permitting
cross-species comparisons of specific marker profiles. Each
cell or tissue record holds a description with revision
control, a list of markers, synonyms, and annotated images
that can serve as a reference for morphological character-
ization (Fig. 2f). The CT is capable of using several
ontologies of anatomical entities or developmental stages
in parallel. The corresponding ontology terms associated
with a cell or tissue can be visualized as a network graph
(Fig. 2e).
Figure 2 The web-based analysis front-end. (a) Heat map represe
on their expression profiles. (b) Matrix that compares different cel
tissues that includes a description, a representative picture, connect
view of a cell type's markers, which also lists references and the des
Gallery view of annotated images of a certain cell type.
Expression

The expression of a biomolecular marker is verified or
disproved in an experiment by applying a biomolecular
technique such as immunostaining, RT-PCR, or FACS. In the
field of stem cell research, for example, such experiments
are conducted on a large scale in order to characterize
stem cell lines in their undifferentiated state as well as
under various differentiation conditions. Additionally, the
expression of markers can also be extracted from
experiments where the primary intention has not been
the characterization of cells or tissues. Usually in the
context of a publication the result of an experiment is
interpreted in a qualitative way: it is reported that either
the marker has been verified or disproved or the result
was ambiguous.

In the Characterization Tool, the expression of an indi-
vidual marker consists of such a qualitative classification of
the marker expression, whereas ‘+’means expressed, ‘–’ not
expressed, and ‘+/–’ maybe expressed. The experimental
data that underlie the marker expressions originate from
different measurement methods, which may have very dif-
ferent output formats and precision. Therefore, the raw data
of different measurement techniques usually cannot be
compared. Consequently, the classification of marker
expression (‘+’, ‘–’ or ‘+/–’) is based on the interpretation
of experimental results within the publication—the CT thus
uses the author's assessment of the data. If different authors
apply different criteria, in the extreme case this approach
might lead to different thresholds during transformation
from quantitative experimental data to qualitative marker
expressions. For this reason only the most basic classification
of marker expression, ‘+’, ‘–’ and ‘+/–’ has been used,
thereby minimizing the variation in the data due to sub-
jective interpretation while maintaining reasonable validity.
Besides the qualitative marker expression, the Characteriza-
tion Tool stores the biomolecular technique that has been
applied to detect the marker and a reference to the publi-
cation in which the corresponding experiment has been
reported (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2d). Therefore, the criteria that
originally have been applied by the authors to derive the
qualitative marker expression (‘+’, ‘–’ or ‘+/–’) can easily be
accessed. Furthermore, the Characterization Tool records
the submitting user of each marker expression and also
provides storage space for additional information about the
corresponding experiment, e.g., for images or protocols.

If several experiments have been conducted for the same
marker for a specific cell type, a cumulative qualitative
marker expression is computed. Therefore, the number of
experiments in which the marker has been interpreted as
being expressed (‘+’) is counted, as well as the number of
experiments in which the marker has been interpreted as
being not expressed (‘–’). If the majority of experiments
nting the result of a cluster analysis of different cell types based
ls based on their marker expression. (c) Main view of cells and
ed ontology terms, and a color-coded list of markers. (d) Detailed
cribed methods. (e) Graph of relationships of ontology terms. (f)
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reports an expression, the overall marker expression is set to
‘+’; likewise, if a majority of experiments report that the
marker is not expressed, the overall marker expression is set
to ‘–’; in all other cases the overall marker expression is set
to ‘+/–’. Intuitive color coding is applied for the survey of
marker expression profiles.
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Data exploration and analysis
The basic concept for recording cells, tissues, and markers
provides a framework that permits computational analysis by
means of online analysis modules for searching, comparison,
and evaluation.

Several such Characterization Tool modules focus on
the comparison of marker expression profiles of differ-
ent cells and tissues. Here, basic visualizations are
displayed in the shape of expression matrices for a user-
defined set of markers from different cells and tissues
from one or several species (Fig. 2b). In these matrices
information on the origin of the marker expression in
the shape of associated publications and experiments are
linked to the corresponding expression, enabling easy
access.

Furthermore, marker profiles described in various pub-
lications for one specific cell or tissue type can be
compared. This is, for example, useful for comparing cells
derived by stem cell differentiation toward a specific cell
type using different protocols with cells of the correspond-
ing primary cell type. Finally, marker profiles can be
compared according to the GO terms (molecular function,
cellular component, or biological process) of markers or the
FMA terms (superordinate anatomical entities) of cells or
tissues. This way, for example, it is possible to specify all
cell surface markers by selecting markers associated with
the gene ontology term “plasma membrane,” and to
retrieve cells and tissues where these markers are
expressed.

Expression matrices generated with analysis modules
can be further analyzed by hierarchical clustering of
markers, cells, or tissues, e.g., to detect markers with
similar expression patterns or to examine the relation
between different cells and tissues. The clustering algo-
rithm that is used within the Characterization Tool was
developed by Eisen at al. (Eisen et al., 1998) and is
commonly used for hierarchical clustering of gene expres-
sion data. Its implementation is provided by the R package
MADE4 (Culhane et al., 2005). Overall qualitative marker
expressions are used as input for the clustering algorithm.
If the majority of experiments report a marker expression
and thus the overall expression is ‘+’, the value for
clustering is 1. Likewise, if in the majority of cases the
marker could not be detected and therefore the overall
expression is ‘–’, the value for clustering is –1. In all other
cases—also in the case of missing data—the value for
clustering is 0. As a result of cluster analysis, a heat map
with dendrograms is generated (Fig. 2a). This is particularly
useful for the identification of common marker sets that
characterize distinct cell populations such as adult stem
cells of a certain tissue, or for the investigation of the
relatedness of different stem cell lines.

Another Characterization Tool module is used for querying
specific markers that show exclusive expression for a specific
cell type, thereby, for example, aiding in the process of
identifying markers for the development of cell isolation
strategies utilizing cell-sorting techniques. This function has
the option to compare individual cell types with a defined
number of other cell types or with all cell types available in
the database.
Technical implementation

The Characterization Tool is web-based and therefore
completely platform independent. It uses PHP, JavaScript/
AJAX, and a relational MySQL database and runs on a Linux
server. The integration of specific functionalities is achieved
by the utilization of various open-source modules (Culhane et
al., 2005; Gentleman et al., 2004; Emden and Stephen, 2000;
http://www.imagemagick.org, http://tinymce.moxiecode.
com, http://biborb.glymn.net). The FMA ontology has been
integrated with a PHP script, which converts arbitrary flat
files from Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO) format (http://
obofoundry.org) into MySQL tables. A local version of the
Gene Ontology has been set up using a Gene Ontology
database dump. Browsing FMA and GO is achieved by means
of AJAX; the FMA can additionally be searched for string
literals. Heat maps and hierarchical clusterings are com-
puted, and graphics are created using the statistics software
R (R Development Core Team, 2005). For handling biblio-
graphies, several open source modules are used and
extended to allow automatic retrieval of references from
PubMed (http://www.pubmed.gov) as well as to export to all
common bibliographic formats. All of the Characterization
Tool's database description entries have revision control, and
the image upload supports all common formats. For each cell
type a list of gene symbols of expressed markers can be
downloaded as a flat file for use in external programs. The
Tool is available at http://characterizationtool.cellnet.org.
Data input and validation

Browsing, searching, and using the analysis functions is feely
available through the Internet, but adding and modifying
data is controlled by a user management. After login the user
has free access to all data modification functions. This is
unlike open access databases such asWikipedia (http://www.
wikipedia.org) were data can be changed without login.
Accordingly, the general mechanism for data validation is a
closed wiki model which allows only a group of trusted users
to insert, delete, alter or reform entries or to revert changes
made during a previous edit. To get an account a registrant
contacts the administrators and supplies his contact details.
After validating that the applicant is bona fide user—i.e.,
from a recognized research organization—the administrators
open a new user account, which is used to access the
database. The user chooses a login name and a password.

Marker expressions are validated by publications entered
by the user. Along with the publication, the submitting user is
recorded, allowing one to track data input and modification
back to the respective user.

Textual descriptions provide the functionality to include
references that are automatically linked to their PubMed
entry. A version control records all changes that have been
made in any text field and allows a review and, if necessary,
to revert any changes made.

Discussion

The field of stem cell research has a high demand for a
comprehensive knowledge database on the characteristics of

http://www.imagemagick.org
http://tinymce.moxiecode.com
http://tinymce.moxiecode.com
http://biborb.glymn.net
http://obofoundry.org
http://obofoundry.org
http://www.pubmed.gov
http://characterizationtool.cellnet.org
http://www.wikipedia.org
http://www.wikipedia.org
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stem cells, differentiated cells, and tissues from different
species, on the morphological, molecular, and functional
level in vivo and in vitro. Such a knowledge base could be
a common point of reference and would help in the
establishment of standards for cell characterization,
needed, for example, for stem cell isolation, propagation,
and differentiation.

To fully characterize specific cells or tissues, analysis
must be performed on the gene, protein, functional, and
morphological level. A database for the storage of results
from such analysis must deal with many different types of
data. None of the currently available databases and web
applications sufficiently fulfills this requirement because
they are limited to store data of one measurement
technique, or focus on individual species and/or cell and
tissue types, for example, StemBase that provides data of
stem cells from different species but is limited to RNA
expression data (Porter et al., 2007). 4Dxpress stores gene
expression data from in situ hybridization, antibody, and
transgenic experiments down to the tissue level from
drosophila, zebrafish, medaka, and mouse but not from
human and not down to the single-cell level (Haudry et al.,
2008). Another example is the Gene Expression Database
(GXD), which only provides gene expression data from mouse
(Ringwald et al., 1997). Therefore, the Characterization Tool
was developed, which provides a user-friendly, flexible, and
upgradeable web-based and thus platform-independent
framework that enables storage and provision for a broad
range of information for cell and tissue characterization and
integration of various databases and applications available
online. Additionally, several functions for display, search,
and evaluation of data were implemented in the CT.

The primary data source of the CT is data that is extracted
from publications, making a huge amount of valuable data
available for searching and analysis which, until now, was
only available inside the text of publications or down-
loadable as supplemental data from the publisher's or
author's web sites as flat files.

The currently implemented analysis modules focus on
data comparison. Comparative data analysis leads to the
identification of specific makers or marker sets for specific
cell types and are of special interest in stem cell research.
One application where specific markers are needed is the
development of cell isolation and purification strategies like
cell isolation from primary tissues, or purification of mixed
cell populations derived by stem cell differentiation. This is
particularly useful in the separation of remaining pluripotent
cells in cell suspensions derived by embryonic stem cell
differentiation.

Another application of cell specific marker sets is their
use as reference markers to compare a primary cell type with
its analog derived by differentiation of stem cells in vitro. In
such comparisons, functional markers that can be stored in
the tool are of greatest value, especially when dealing with
cells characterized by highly specialized functions like
hepatocytes. For example, the CT currently contains
characterization data from publications describing hepatic
differentiation approaches of mouse and human embryonic
stem cells.

In the field of adult stem cell research, the CT can aid in
the identification of specific markers, which then can be
used as a standard in further studies on specific stem cell
populations. Here, an example is a dataset on adult liver
stem cells in the CT. There are numerous publications on
identification and isolation approaches of adult liver stem
cells (for a review, see Walkup and Gerber, 2006; Dan and
Yeoh, 2008) but so far no specific marker for these cells has
been identified. Therefore, the markers used for cell
characterization highly vary among the individual studies.
In addition, many studies use quite unspecific markers that
are also expressed on other hepatic or extrahepatic cell
types. Using the CT it is now possible to easily compare the
described cell populations from different studies and
identify differences and commonalities.

Currently the CT holds more than 7000 marker expressions
for different human embryonic stem cell lines, adult stem
cells, and differentiated cells and tissues. For example it
holds a dataset from the International Stem cell Character-
ization Initiative (ISCI-1), in which 17 laboratories from 11
countries characterized 59 human embryonic stem cell lines
by means of standardized techniques and a set of 100
markers (Adewumi et al., 2007); this dataset can now be
used to validate newly derived stem cell lines because their
characteristics can be easily compared with those of
established lines.
Future directions

The further development of the CTwill be the integration of
or linking to experimental raw data, e.g., RT-PCR, FACS,
ELISA, microarray, SAGE, MPSS, and RNA-Seq data as well as
EST libraries. This will add a quantitative level of marker
profiling to the existing qualitative level and give rise to
various new modules for analysis and to more sophisticated
querying of data. Recently, several sets of experimental data
that focus on stem cells have been published (e.g. http://
www.stemcellmatrix.org; http://www.stemdb.org); in a
first step these may be included into the Characterization
Tool via linkage. On integration of experimental raw data the
user will be able to specify precisely how the data are
interpreted and converted to the qualitative marker
expressions ‘+’, ‘–’ and ‘+/–’, for example, by specification
of thresholds. Dedicated sections for each type of supported
measurement technique in the CTwill store experiments in a
standardized way, using, if available, the established
method's minimum information (MI) reporting guidelines,
e.g., MISFISHIE (Deutsch et al., 2008) and MIFlowCyt (http://
flowcyt.sourceforge.net/miflowcyt).

The CT will therefore provide an easy and platform-
independent way to store, exchange, and disseminate experi-
mental datawithin a defined community. Thismay be achieved
by modular integration into individual intranet environments
of research consortia to offer a virtual and standardized data
space to topographically spread research groups, promoting
standardization and leading to better collaboration. After
setup of a public master database, sets of experimental data
and research findings from the contents of such intranet
databases may be shared on the public CT platform.

Furthermore future work lies on cross-linking Character-
ization Tool data with marker expression data from the
European Human Embryonic Stem Cell Registry (www.
hescreg.eu) (Borstlap et al., 2008). hESCreg offers the
research community, legislators, regulators, and the general

http://www.stemcellmatrix.org/
http://www.stemcellmatrix.org/
http://www.stemdb.org
http://flowcyt.sourceforge.net/miflowcyt/
http://flowcyt.sourceforge.net/miflowcyt/
http://www.hescreg.eu
http://www.hescreg.eu
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public at large an in-depth overview on the current status of
hESC research in Europe. The freely accessible database
contains information about approximately 600 hESC lines
that have been derived in Europe and beyond (as of March
2009).
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